Marriage is indeed one of the most importation value lessons to learn in the humanity society of life.
One of the moral value to discipline which we the people cannot simply ignore from the Torah teaching.
There is a great deal of lesson about marriage, it is not just about husband and wife, but also to
understand how this applies between our creator the Sovereign ONE and HIS children. Many people do
not know of this and there is too many of us are further away understanding what marriage all is about.
The number one reason why I, Bro. Pouliot know this, it is because high percentage growing rate of
divorce on the rise for the last few centuries. Second, there are divorced parents who one or both
remarriage and again divorce as well. Not only a child who have a parents, a father and a mother,
children today would have a same sex couple raising them. Whether they are both male or female
parents. Whether one of them are the child’s biological parent. I am going to explains to you here what I
know what marriage should be taught and understood.
According to Genesis 1:26, the Creator ONE said the four words “LET US MAKE MAN”, I would address
anyone this question ‘who is this “US” talking about’? Most people would mystery not know, while
other would say, “’US’ is the God the Father, the Son as Jesus and maybe the angels as well”. Pointing
that this ‘US’ all together are them who created a man in the imaged of the Father. This kind of respond
is somewhat what I would completely disagree. The first reason why I disagree, I do not believe in a man
name Jesus who people claimed in the New Testament books that he is the Son of God etc… There many
reason why I do not believe this Jesus who people say he is the coming Messiah. Who died for our sin on
the cross or tree and raised from the death? You can learn more about this in another document article
why I do not believe in the New Testament doctrine here. Secondly, we should know better that an
angle is nothing like a creation image of the Father, the Sovereign ONE. Since the book of Genesis speak
of us who we are the image like the Father, the Sovereign ONE. The ‘US’ actually referral to us, people
and the heavenly Father. HE wanted us to continue creating more children (child being born). Created
by HIS liken image (verse 27) and want us human to multiply (verse 28) HIS creation children etc...
Once again, our heavenly Father want US to continue forming more children on earth. The Father bless
for a husband and wife to multiply more child on earth. We can see a husband and wife are one
marriage couple here to multiply by giving birth child. The same reason to understand why the scripture
book mentioned in Isaiah 54:5 “For your Maker is your husband and HIS name is
your hosts;
and your redeemer. He is called the Almighty Sovereign ONE of all the earth.” To understand that HE is
the first and the head of the heaven and earth who created and give US life. A life of the first man and
then a woman out of the man’s rib. The same reason why a man is also the first and the head of the
household wife, together can form a birth child. We can see the panther from
the first, a man the
second and the third is the fe-male. All of those are promise covenant between
and mankind.
Just as a marriage promise for a husband and wife to stay together and work together to do part until

death. This is the same reason to understand why Yisralites in these two-passage quoted: “I will walk
among you and will be your Almighty ONE, the Creator and you shall be my people” - Leviticus 26:12. He
will never ever divorce (separated) us, but we did. We have broken that marriage covenant.
The covenant in which the proposal of our heavenly Father to mankind is the same characterized
printable formula: like if you will, then I will, whereby HE, our Father promises to grant this special
blessings to mankind providing man fulfills certain conditions contained in this covenant. So, brothers
and sisters, let us rejoice and exult and give him that glory honor, for the marriage of the Father will be
waiting for his Bride. Since Isaiah 62:5 said:
“For as a young man marries a young woman, so shall your sons marry you, and as the
bridegroom rejoices over the bride, so shall your heavenly Father rejoice over you.”
Same reason why Ezekiel 16:8 said:
“When I passed by you again and saw you, behold, you were at the age for love, and I spread
the corner of my garment over you and covered your nakedness; I made my vow to you and
entered into a covenant with you, declares the Master,
and you became mine.”
Therefore, our heavenly Father does not want for us to be separate from HIM, same reason why HE also
expects a husband and wife not to be separate (divorce) one another no matter what. There is a sanctity
marriage lesson taught in the book of Exodus chapter 20. Because of why Genesis 2:24 teaches us that
JOIN MARRIAGE become one. Because of the wife’s bone came from Adam and we mankind came from
.
In the beginning, there was only a man on earth, and the female came from
that ONE MAN’s rib. That how she came into exist after him. The same
reason why
come first before we mankind (human) appear on earth.
This is why a man have an image liken
who HE is the first I AM, and
the FE-male or WO-man (like CO-worker) is liken of the male. She is his
helper, better than the animal helper. This FE-male is a little bit different
from male because of weaker vessel and unequal organs between male and
female. Yet, both are equal as human being as mankind. Both have their
own unique way to perform their daily life.
Both have different set of rule of serving according to TORAH, while both still must respect one another
humanly. The same reason why wives must submit to their husbands and we mankind as bride must
also submit
who is like our husband too. Husband and wife need one another, because…
“two are better than one. Both need a good reward for their toil. For if they fall, one will liftup his fellow. But woe to him who is alone when he falls and has not another to lift him up!
Again, if two lie together, they keep warm, but how can one keep warm alone? And though a
man might prevail against one who is alone, two will withstand him—a threefold cord is not
quickly broken.” - Ecclesiastes 4:9-12
The same reason why we mankind need our heavenly Father
. He is always with us. We now just
might begin to understand what marriage is about. Yet, there is still more to it to fully understand why
marriage in mankind is mentioned only for between male and female. Because both, male and female

can only connect one another as one. Join by connect what is belong to as whole, just as where did
Adam wife’s rib come from. This is why
is like our husband because we came from HIM, but HE
isn’t human. Because HE is much more than a human being. He is the spirit who form us. We have HIS
spirit in us. Most of all, HE (HIS spirit) is everywhere.

According to the law in Torah,
have a strong reason why HE forbidden “…a man lies with a male
as with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; they shall surely be put to death; their
blood is upon them.” - Leviticus 20:13. HE forbidden the same sex marriage idea or LGBTQ way, because
two same sex partner is not called marriage or is it okay to have sex. The sinful people who act kindly
manner (who seem like a good people) do not really know enough why they are soo wrong about about
their doing and how they are twisting the marriage ideal from male and female partner is against the
law. Not according to man’s law today but it is against the law of
. The cities of Sodom and
Gomorrah was destroyed by FIRE for a big reason. It was because people during that ancient time were
full of evil lust. What they did was soo abomination in
’s eye, and HE had to punish them.
In my opinion, I believe not only America but the whole world is doing this evil lust again. I also believe
one day; the whole world will put to the end of sin probably like the days of Noah and the cities of
Sodom & Gomorrah. Because of how Isaiah 66:22-24 warn us about the future prophecy that will
happen. The same reason why the whole chapter 20 of Ezekiel tell us why the evil people in those day
will end up put to death. Because they did not do the statutes of
’s way. Because
had
already taught and warn people ever since the beginning time. Ever since after their father’s idols (evil)
way who became slave of man many times.
did heard their cried and deliver them out of the evil
world many times. Yet, they still fail to listen, obey and respect HIS statutes (law), and keep HIS
judgments way, and do them properly. Most of all, they EVEN NOT hallow HIS sabbaths time which is
the covenant he made a sign between HIM and HIS people. This is why
command Abraham the
circumcise teaching on the man’s foreskin; as sign covenant promise between him and
(Genesis
17:10-11). To do this understanding for the rest of the generations seed. The same printable meaning
for our heart to be circumcise; to keep this agreement covenant (Deuteronomy 30:6). That is why when
the husband-and-wife agree upon these agreement covenant, both are join as marriage couple to keep

loving promise will live well. Both agree upon the covenant is the same example of why
covenant between himself (like a husband) and to HIS creation children (like his bride).

made a

After you have read Leviticus chapter 20 and the rest of the other chapter, reader like you just might be
thinking, LBTGQ or the same sex gender partner is forbidden way to do? You or someone else just might
want to start the rage and the arguments against what believe is an offend words. You or someone else
might already just decided that this Torah (the Law) of
is bad. Don’t believe
is the Creator
ONE because you or they think there nothing wrong with being LBTGQ. This is one of the most
challenging thing I know I am going to have to face. Face against the proud LBTGQ culture who some of
them would believe “God made them that way”. I know how this could get uglier and even start a civil
war. Like right now, you as reader just might turn against me and thinking that I am a hateful
discrimination man who have no love or respect. Before you judge me, please do that after reading the
whole document article first. Because most people often made a judgment to early and make a huge
misunderstood mistake. So please, allow me to explain why I am not a hateful discrimination kind of
person. This is why I know I have to be very careful what to say and how I address this whole thing. To
get people understand why I am against the proud LBTGQ people on my best possible positive peaceful
discussion. While reader and I might both have different view and beliefs understanding.
Speaking of different view and beliefs, this also applies to different cultures of people as well. In
America, we can see that we have variety of culture people who have difference beliefs or religious
beliefs. This variety culture are clearly the division people who came from their past ancestors’ father
who once were in one tribal culture nation. These people once all believe and live in the same rule of
law. They once believe in
’s way of life. Under ALL of HIS rule of law. It is strange to see how many
American religion believers are living all together in one nation country. Because of this Constitutional
law that gives citizens the civil right to have the freedom of religion. Yet, American still have problem
with this variety of religion. It is because they did experience discrimination against their religion beliefs.
As you can see, this Constitutional law that gives citizens the civil right religion beliefs won’t work
forever. Because there will always be a fight against one another based on their culture beliefs. Now, let
hold on this arguments for now.
There something else we need to better understand and discuss first. Since this document article is not
only about LBTGQ but the marriage topic. There is another matter why I see problem in marriage, as of
why there is a high percentage of husband-and-wife divorce? History once had a whole bunch of family
living all together, such as father, mother, children and even grandparent(s) back in the old day. Mother
once was a housewife caring for a child while the husband is out laboring to earn profit for the family
living need. Whether the father was a farmer, factory, or warehouse workers. Sometimes it is not only
the mother as wife working alone in the house or doing grocery shopping, one of their parent would be
assisting the household work and/or caring the child as well. Sometime there would be another member
in the household, one of the marriage couple’s parent or it can be a hire worker like nanny,
housekeeper, or handyperson. Most of the time this can be seen as farmer and rancher household
family size. The norm society between male and female for more than hundred year ago to this present
day had impact a huge life changing way in the family household and the working environment. After
how the culture norm of woman society have change. They have been rebellion against men throughout
different time.

In our modern-day generation, women are doing all kind of job as they chose as what job man do also.
We often see now grandparent and babysitter (not family member, a stranger) end up caring for their
children, while both husband and wife are at work. It is also notice how farmers and rancher had
decrease, while cities are growing larger. Government had been taking over people’s lands and change
the way economy paid to the workers family. Change the way people live in their daily life as well. Long
before the turning of the 21st century, before all women joined in the same workforce as man. Husband
of the family household once were paid enough to cover his entire family member. Now the economy
percentage paid for husband to care for family household is much lower now. Because the wife now
working in the workforce. This change in the workforce economy is not only the government to blame. It
is us, we the people who have change this.
Not long after World War 1 and 2, women started rebelling against husband and all men. Because they
want to be more interdepending as their husband have and every other men. They became more
jealousy and want to be equal. To have equal right to votes and labor. They felt they're being pressing
down unfairly. So many wives were so angry and fed-up with physical abuse from their husband as well.
This is what I fully understand why all women end up rebel and I cannot deny that. I believe it is wrong
to see how a husband physical abuse their wife. These women have the right to rebel against their
violence abusing husband or from any man. Yet, I would disagree with the other rebelling side about
wanting to be equal and fair as what all men do in their daily life and work. Most women want to play
the same major role as what man do. This is where many of us, not just women, are blind to understand
why woman were not made equal as man. Earlier on the second page of this document article, I have
explained how I understood why FE-male is a little bit different from male physically because woman
have a weaker vessel and unequal organs as male. At the same time, I also remind myself that both are
to respect the same equal as human being, mankind. Both have their own unique way to perform their
daily life. Still, both have their own unique different way to perform their daily life and work. As I also
did explain why male and female both different set have of serving rule to serve according to TORAH.
When people bring in the argument about which came first, chicken or egg theory. Because these bad
scientist and people do not believe man existed first but woman, because women have XX –
chromosome DNA. And when women forming a baby in their womb… it appears XX – chromosome first
before it can become a male XY – chromosome or not ETC…. This, they got it all wrong. They got the
DNA chromosome idea backward. Only the true observant scientist who deal with the Genesis book
teaching would know better. They know why a man’s rib contain enough genetic information to require
making a female. It is interesting to notice, woman’s genetic do not contain enough information to make
a male, WHY? This is because women do not have the Y-chromosome genetic. Since male have X and a
Y, this is why and how the genetic work to form both, female, and male. Female DNA genetic cannot
form a male. Since female genetic only have an X – chromosome genetic she is not the first who exist.
Once again, the teaching Torah along with the book of Genesis know why male rule over female.
“He will rule over you,” - Genesis 3:16

Now, we are also seeing male who also want to play the same major role as what women do too.
Whether a guy want to be like a housewife or act like male. The female society change of norm is not
the only thing I find wrong about them; it is also man. So, now we have not only woman who want to be

a priest, deacon, police, congressperson, governor, or
even a head leader nor president. Whatever their sex
gender is, they believe they have that same equal right
duty to serve. This now including for those who are LGBQ
or transgender as well. It could get much crazier for how
both sex gender to use either male or female entering
restroom door, just as how the norm of mankind would
change and have affair with disgusting animal. This is
nothing new under the sun because this had happened
before Sodom and Gomorrah was destroyed.
forbidden the change norm of woman and man role of
serving duty and homosexual periods.
Many people overlook or simply want to ignore what Deuteronomy 23:1 and/or Leviticus 21:16-20
teaches these wrongful thing to do.
condemns those who are homosexual. Most people do not
realize that our past ancestors have fought in a war many time, against those who have violence against
’s law. Even
also allow enemy take over their land as well. Because both side have turned
against
’s eye. People are all different today because of their own beliefs that are apart form
’s teaching way of life. Now, we have people becoming much more disgusting. We the people will
end up like what happened to the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah according to Genesis chapter 19 or
Ezekiel 16 nor Jude 1:7. This is where and why I must warn people not to do these kind of act, otherwise
we who continue to ignore
’s commandments will end up judge to death eternally. The change
norm of male and female own way opposite to
way is not a marriage way, and we need to stop
that.
Anyone who follow and believe what the covenant promise teaches us the way
want us to live by,
will earn the respect and be worthy enough to live in the enteral life. To allow live upon the new future
earth where new kingdom will be. By now, any type of people should be able now understand what
marriage really mean. People need to think about this carefully and repent. Turn our eye, mind, and
heart to
, instead of the worldly way of man which Satan had made us lust and blindly lead us
astray from
. So, brothers and sisters… Let us do it rightly and do not divorce, because
hate
the ideal of divorce norm between male and female and between us and
.

